
A New Angle on Sink Design
MTI Baths introduces ultra-versatile Incline Counter-Sink 
(Sugar Hill GA - August 31, 2017)  Versatility is a hallmark of truly great design, and MTI Baths has hit the nail on the head with their latest 
bathroom sink – the Incline. This extraordinary rectangular basin is notable for its sharply sloped bottom which runs from the front to an 
integrated slotted drain along the back of the sink bottom. With its sleek minimalist lines, the Incline lends itself to a variety of installations 
and adds an element of modern elegance to any luxury-minded bathroom.

The Incline is part of MTI’s beautiful Boutique Collection of lavatory sinks and is handcrafted of solid ScupltureStone™ for a molded stone 
look that is durable, eco-friendly and easy to maintain. Offering exceptional versatility, the Incline can be installed as an undermount 
sink. It can also be ordered as a Counter-Sink or Vanity Sink, where the sink bowl is fully and seamlessly integrated. The Vanity Sinks can 
be specified with either Parsons-style legs or waterfall-style side on two sides or only one for design and installation flexibility. And the 
design options don’t stop there. Customers can also specify lengths, single or double bowl configurations, and the bowl position in the 
center or offset to the right or left. The bowl size of the Incline is a generous 19" x 15" in either white or biscuit matte with an optional gloss 
finish if desired.

“The Incline is our chameleon of sink designs – it can fit in anywhere 
and look perfectly at home,” said Michael Kornowa, Director of 
Marketing for MTI Baths. “The sloped bottom is quite eye-catching 
and adds a geometric element that is fresh and unexpected. With the 
different options for installation, the Incline is truly one of our most 
versatile products and ideal for a master suite or powder room.”

For more information about the Incline sink or any MTI product line, 
visit www.mtibaths.com.

About MTI Baths.
Since 1988, MTI Baths has earned a reputation for award-winning 
design, personalized customization and artisan quality. MTI luxury 
tubs, shower bases, sinks,counter-sinks, vanity sinks and genuine 
teak accessories are all handcrafted in the USA. For information on  
MTI’s extensive selection of design and customization options call 
800-783-8827 or visit mtibaths.com.
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